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INPUT CURRENT SENSINGAVP METHOD

FOR FUTURE VRM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention generally relates to voltage regulator

modules (VRMs) particularly for high-current, low-voltage

applications such as the powering of microprocessors and,

more particularly, to VRMs of adaptive voltage position

(AVP) design.

2. Description of the Prior Art

The design ofsemiconductor integrated circuits and digital

logic circuits, including memories, gate arrays and micropro-

cessors, in particular has long exhibited a trend toward

smaller circuit element size and increased density of circuit

element integration on a chip in view of increased manufac-

turing efficiency and improved functionality and perfor-

mance, particularly in terms of clock speed/cycle time and

noise immunity, of the integrated circuit chips which can be

realized thereby. However, small circuit element size and

limitations on power dissipation requirements (particularly at

higher clock speeds (e.g. above 1 GHz), as well as breakdown

resistance, has led to designs operating at lower voltages

while the number of circuit elements integrated on a single

chip has led to requirements for higher currents to power such

chips. Currently, typical power supply voltages are about 1.3

volts and can be expected to decrease in future designs. It

follows that the allowable difference between maximum and

minimum input supply voltages has also greatly diminished

with recent designs and may be expected to decrease further.

As an example, CPU supply voltage tolerance for a Pentium

IVTM processor is only about 130 mV overall (e.g. a voltage

variation between 1.28 volts at no load and 1.18 volts at full

load .+—.20 millivolts as illustrated in FIG. 4) while corre-

sponding current requirements currently exceed 70A and can

be expected to increase in future designs.

The large power supply current required not only poses

demanding challenges in terms ofpower supply efficiency but

also places a heavy burden on management of transient

response within such a small input voltage tolerance due to

the possibilities of large current steps and very fast current

slew rate (e.g. typically 70 A/usec at the current time and

likely to increase in future designs). Thus, particularly for

microprocessors and the like, the voltage regulator module

(VRM) ofa power supply must maintain a low voltage within

a tight tolerance range during large current step transients

with high slew rate.

To meet such transient requirements, large valued capaci-

tors or numerous capacitors having a large aggregate capaci-

tance in multi-stage filters have been used in theVRM output

although such capacitors increase size, weight and cost. It has

also been the practice to use feedback arrangements to main-

tain the VRM output voltage constant, or nearly so, over the

entire load range. In such arrangements, the VRM output

voltage was typically centered in the output voltage tolerance

window and thus the transient voltage spikes must be held to

less than one-half of the voltage tolerance window of the

powered circuit(s). On the other hand, if overshoot and ring-

ing canbe reasonably well-controlled, theVRM output canbe

held just below the maximum of the voltage tolerance win-

dow at light loads andjust above the minimum ofthe voltage

tolerance window at full load, substantially the whole voltage

tolerance range may be used for the voltage change during the

transient and is the basic concept underlying so-called adap-

tive voltage positioning (AVP). Typical transient conditions

of non-AVP and AVP circuits are contrasted in FIG. 1. It is
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2

clear that AVP designs allow fewer and/or smaller valued

output capacitors to be used at theVRM output. Perhaps more

importantly, however, AVP provides nearminimum voltage at

maximum load which greatly facilitates thermal design of

both the VRM and the circuit(s) powered thereby.

The basic concept of AVP is related to the steady state

operation ofa VRM. That is, ideally, ifthe transients between

steady state full load and minimum load conditions have no

spikes, overshoot or ringing (or other oscillations), the entire

voltage tolerance window can be utilized to accommodate

load transients, as shown in FIG. 2, and the AVP approach is

optimal. Moreover, the comparison between the current and

output voltage waveforms shown in FIG. 2 indicates that the

VRM including AVP is the equivalent of an ideal voltage

source and an ideal series resistance R0, as illustrated in the

equivalent circuit also included in FIG. 2.

Thus, in accordance with this concept, aVRM performing

as an ideal voltage source with a series resistance (referred to

as a “droop resistor”) can achieve AVP easily. However, at

low voltage and high current, the power dissipation of the

droop resistor is so significant that such a simple approach is

not feasible for present and future VRMs. For example, for a

100 Ampere full load current and a 1 mOhm droop resistor

(corresponding to a 0.1 V voltage tolerance window), the

power loss from the droop resistor alone would be 10 Watts or

about 7% to 10% efficiency loss (depending on the supply

output voltage near 1V) attributable to the droop resistor of

theVRM, alone, whileVRMs ofother current designs have an

overall efficiency in the range of about 86% to 92%.

In order to avoid such a large loss of efficiency while

achieving some of the benefits of simplified thermal design

alluded to above, an active droop concept ofVRM design has

been proposed and is in widespread use at the present time in

commercially available VRMs. However, all such designs

need to sense load current using either MOSFET Rdson (using

the synchronous rectifier MOSFET biased for conduction as

a low valued resistor) or an inductor DCR sensing scheme (in

which the wiring resistance of the inductor is used as a low-

valued sensing resistor). Both of these sensing components

have a large parameter tolerance (e.g. 120%) and are subject

to pick up of electrical noise. Consequently, it is difficult to

achieve regulation within a smaller tolerance window of

110% or less, such as the load line for the Pentium IVTM

processor alluded to above. Further, the power consumed by

the active feedback circuit in such arrangements also com-

promises and limits ultimate efficiency of the VRM, regard-

less of the active AVP design.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide

aVRM including AVP without a power supply output current

sensing arrangement or active control arrangement.

It is another object of the invention to provide a VRM

including passive AVP with an input current sensing arrange-

ment for reduced power dissipation from passive components

In order to accomplish these and other objects ofthe inven-

tion, a voltage converter is provided comprising a switching

device in series with an input terminal for controlling an

output voltage of the voltage converter, a component for

sensing average input current to the voltage converter, and a

circuit for controlling the switching device to provide a

desired voltage droop in the output voltage of the voltage

converter with increasing load which is responsive to the

output voltage of the voltage converter and the circuit for

sensing input current to said voltage converter.
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In accordance with another aspect of the invention, a

method is provided including steps of interrupting input cur-

rent from a voltage source to control an output voltage of said

voltage converter, sensing average input current to said volt-

age converter, and controlling said interruption step to pro-

vide a desired voltage droop in said output voltage of said

voltage converter, said controlling step being responsive to

said output voltage of said voltage converter and said means

for sensing input current to said voltage converter to passively

provide desired voltage droop with increasing load.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing and other objects, aspects and advantages

will be better understood from the following detailed descrip-

tion of a preferred embodiment of the invention with refer-

ence to the drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a graphical comparison of non-AVP and AVP

design criteria,

FIG. 2 is a graphical depiction ofidealAVP waveforms and

an equivalent circuit of a VRM including AVP,

FIG. 3 is a generalized schematic diagram and current/

voltage characteristic ofaVRM in accordance with the inven-

tion,

FIG. 4 depicts load line variation with efficiency change

over the load change in accordance with the invention,

FIG. 5 depicts load line variation with input voltage change

in accordance with the invention,

FIG. 6 is a generalized schematic diagram ofthe invention

including a feed-forward loop to compensate for input volt-

age change,

FIGS. 7, 8, 9 and 10 are schematic diagrams of different

exemplary embodiments ofthe invention with different forms

of remote voltage sensing,

FIG. 11 is a graph of closed loop output impedance based

on a small signal model in accordance with the invention,

FIG. 12 is a graph of waveforms based on a simulation of

the invention, and

FIG. 13 is a graph ofexperimental transient response ofthe

invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED

EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION

Referring now to the drawings, and more particularly to

FIG. 1, there is shown a graphical comparison of voltage

regulator modules (VRMs) in accordance with non-adaptive

voltage positioning (non-AVP) and adaptive voltage position-

ing (AVP), as alluded to above. Since the invention involves a

new approach to the AVP design concept, the invention is

considered to be represented in FIGS. 1 and 2 and no portion

of either Figure is admitted to be prior art in regard to the

present invention even though the AVP design concept is,

itself, known.

In general, iftransients, overshoot, ringing and the like are

not well-controlled in a VRM circuit and the powered device

has a critical input voltage tolerance window, as shown in the

upper two curves of FIG. 1, the VRM output voltage should

generally be positioned at or near the center of the voltage in

order to best accommodate relatively large transient voltages

(e. g. 110) occurring due to switching within the voltage tol-

erance window. On the other hand, if transients, overshoot,

ringing and the like are reasonably well-controlled, the steady

state low load and full load voltages can be positioned just

below the maximum voltage and just above the minimum

voltage of the voltage tolerance window, respectively, by an

amount sufficient to accommodate any low levels of tran-
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sients, overshoot and ringing which may remain in the VRM

output, as shown at 120 in the lower two curves of FIG. 1.

Such positioning ofthe low load and full load voltages ofthe

VRM is referred to as adaptive voltage positioning (AVP)

which has the further advantage ofreducing power somewhat

by reduction of voltage under full load conditions and thus

simplifies thermal design ofboth the VRM and the circuit(s)

powered thereby, as discussed more fully above.

FIG. 2 shows the transient response and equivalent circuit

ofan idealVRM including theAVP concept. In this ideal case,

there are no transients, overshoot or ringing and the low load

and full load voltages canbe placed at the limits (e.g. centrally

of the no load and full load voltage specifications of the

powered device even though some additional tolerance may

be allowed, as illustrated in FIG. 42) ofthe voltage tolerance

window. This design criterion also maximizes the power

reduction under full load advantage of the AVP concept.

Moreover, in view ofvoltage tolerance windows specified for

microprocessors and other large scale integrated circuit

devices of current and foreseeable designs, an example of

which is illustrated in FIG. 4B, the AVP design concept is, in

theory, ideally suited to provide varying voltage with changes

in current load, and, in fact, the design of current large scale

integrated circuit devices may assume that the AVP design

concept is embodied in theVRM used to power the devices in

view ofthe simplification ofthermal designAVP supports, as

alluded to above.

From the equivalent circuit, it can be seen that the AVP

concept can be easily implemented using a single passive

component (e.g. a resistor having a resistance, RO:AVO/AIO)

in series with an ideal voltage source. However, in practice,

the series resistance carries the entire current delivered to the

load and thus carries an efficiency penalty which is not

acceptable at the present state of the art. As alluded to above,

an active droop concept has been developed and utilized in

commercial VRM for some time. However, the active droop

concept requires the supplied current to be sensed and com-

ponents suitable for the purpose such as an inductor for a

DCR sensing scheme or a synchronous rectifier MOSFET

having a very low R0150" have a large parameter tolerance and

cannot generally meet voltage tolerance windows which, in

general, are only about half as large (as a percentage of the

tolerance of the parameter of interest of the sensing compo-

nent) and thus cannot regulate voltage positioning with suf-

ficient accuracy.

Referring now to FIG. 3, a generalized schematic diagram

ofaVRM in accordance with the invention is shown, together

with a current/voltage characteristic useful for understanding

the design of voltage droop with load. Referring first to the

current/voltage characteristic illustrated, the slope ofthe ideal

current/voltage characteristic ofaVRM for a particular appli-

cation is basically approximatedby a straight line intersecting

the maximum voltage, VVID, ofan ideal voltage source at zero

current at (or near) the maximum voltage of the voltage tol-

erance window ofthe device(s) to be powered and at (or near)

the minimum voltage or center ofthe allowable voltage range

(e.g. :20 mV) of the voltage tolerance window at the maxi-

mum current (full load) of the powered device(s). The slope

of the line is thus a function ofVO/IO or a resistance, referred

to as Rdroop Or VO:VVID_(IO*Rdr00p)’

It will be recognized by those skilled in the art that the basic

VRM circuit design ofthe generalized schematic of FIG. 3 is

basically a familiar buck converter ofa single phase or branch

but with a resistor R5 with a filter capacitance connected in the

current return path. In the interest of completeness, the buck

converter of FIG. 3 comprises a voltage source Vm with a

series connected “top switch” transistor Q1, a series con-
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nected inductor L of sufficient value to smooth the output

voltage ripple and a storage capacitor C to supply current to

the load 310 when Q1 is off and to supply high transient

current requirements. So-called “bottom switch” transistor

Q2 provides a current return path to inductor L when Q1 is in

an offstate. The output voltageVVID (as referred to the control

ground) is fed with a reference voltage, VID, to a comparator

330 (preferably embodied as an operational amplifier, as

illustrated) for controlling a pulse width modulator PWM to

develop appropriate drive signals for Q1 and Q2 to achieve the

desired voltage. Because of the location of RS and a filter

capacitor 315 in parallel therewith, preferably developing a

time constant of the parallel RC or other filter circuit several

(e. g. four to ten) times as long as the switching cycle period of

Q1, node 320 floats slightly above ground and that voltage is

in series with the voltageVO applied to the load such thatVVID

is the sum of the voltage on node 320 and the voltage VO

applied to the load 3 1 0. Thus, iftheVRM accurately regulates

voltageVVID, VO (applied to the load) will droop with increas-

ing voltage developed across RS with increasing average

VRM input current, Im.

That is, the operation of such a buck converter is well

understood and is only varied from that mode of operation in

accordance with the invention because the node 320 connect-

ing Q2 and C floats due to the series connection ofRS and thus

effectively increases VVID prior to comparison with VID

(which are ideally the same voltage specified as the center of

the no-load voltage tolerance of the device to be powered).

Therefore, switching is controlled by PWM to cause a reduc-

tion or droop in the voltageVO across capacitor C and the load

as the current load increases. However, use of a buck con-

verter design is not necessary to the successful practice ofthe

invention and the invention is equally applicable to other

types of switching voltage converter design and may be

extended to as many phases as may be desired for a given

application. All that is necessary to the practice of the inven-

tion in accordance with its basic principles is to place RS in a

path with reduced average current such as the switched cur-

rent path having a low duty cycle such as in series with Q1.

Similarly, the nature of the filtering of the voltage developed

across R5 is not at all critical to the practice of the invention

and, theoretically, even peak detection and scaling (e.g. with

a voltage divider, a digital circuit or the like) of the ripple

voltage developed across RS could be used. On the other hand,

a simple, inexpensive, readily available and physically small

capacitor is entirely adequate to the successful practice ofthe

invention and undoubtedly allows the simplest possible cir-

cuit design to be employed.

That is, if VWD is taken as a reference in the generalized

schematic of FIG. 3, it follows from FIG. 3 that

Io:(1m*Vm*TI)/Vo (1)

where Im is the average input current and n is the overallVRM

efficiency at full load. When R5 is selected such that

Rim sz/Vo)*Rdmop, (2)

RS can be used to passively generate the voltage droop for the

output but with dramatically reduced power loss due to the

relatively low duty cycle of the current Im and the relatively

larger resistance value ofRS compared to R0 ofFIG. 2. (RS will

be approximately (Vm/VO)* l/n times the value ofR0 or about

a factor of eleven larger for Vm:l2V, V0:l .3V and 11:0.86.

and the power will be smaller by a corresponding factor in

accordance with the well known formula

W:I2R:Im(RMS32*RS). In essence, R0 in the ideal circuit of

FIG. 2, is replaced by R5 at any location where the current
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through it (from or to the input voltage supply) will be

switched at low duty cycle (which greatly reduces the RMS

current); the duty cycle generally corresponding to the differ-

ence between input and output voltages. Then, if the ripple

voltage across R5 is suitably filtered, a droop voltage can be

directly and passively obtained while using a much larger

resistance and power loss in the resistor correspondingly and

dramatically reduced.

For example, assuming a 12V input and 1.3V outputVRM

with a 100 A output current and assuming that Rdroop:l

mOhm as in the above example regarding R0 in FIG. 2, the

loss attributable to R5 is less than 1 Watt (corresponding to

less than a 1% efficiency loss or less than 10% of the loss in

R0) as compared with about 10 Watts in the above example of

the passive droop resistor. It is also important to an apprecia-

tion of the invention to note that instantaneous load current

must be sensed in order to regulate the output voltage during

load transients using active droop control AVP arrangements

and such sensing is highly susceptible to noise whereas, in

accordance with the invention, the constant output impedance

(e.g. R0 of FIG. 2) is realized without sensing the current

delivered from the VRM to develop a control signal for a

control circuit but only passively sensing the much lower

current input to theVRMwith a resistor and filter; an arrange-

ment which has very high noise immunity. Further, highly

accurate, low-noise resistors are commercially available at

relatively low cost and thus can be used to avoid the issue of

parameter tolerance of other types of sensing components as

alluded to above. Additionally, the implementation of the

invention with VRMs of various designs does not require

extensive modification of those basic designs and no current

control loop is needed.

The above description of the basic principles and general-

ized embodiment of the invention as illustrated in FIG. 3

assumes an ideal voltage source and it can be seen from

Equation (2) that the value of R5 is based on both the input

voltage, Vm, output voltage, V0, and efficiency, 11; all ofwhich

are subject to variation with load in real circuits. By the same

token, for a given value of RS, these parameters will vary as a

function ofeach other Therefore, since V0 is the parameter of

interest, the effects ofvariation in 11 ande onVO will now be

discussed.

Referring now to FIGS. 4A and 4B, a generalized typical

efficiency curve for conventional buck converterVRM and a

generalized typical specified voltage tolerance window for a

commercially available microprocessor are shown. Since

these curves are generalized and do not correspond to any

particular known devices and, particularly since load line

variation withn in accordance with the invention is illustrated

as computed based on experimental efficiency data, no por-

tion ofFIG. 4A, 4B or 5 is admitted to be prior art in regard to

the present invention.

It should be understood that, for purposes of selecting a

value for RS, 11 is the estimated full load efficiency. However,

the value of n will vary somewhat at higher loads and will

drop precipitously at low loads where the amount of power

delivered to the load becomes relatively small and compa-

rable to or even less than the power consumed by the VRM

itself. Nevertheless, as illustrated in FIG. 4, for an exemplary

VRM, the efficiency remains between 82% and 86% over

most ofthe load range. Therefore, VO varies only slightly from

the ideal behavior 410 with change ofload over the load range

as shown by curve 420 and remains well within the allowed

:20 mV tolerance indicated by dashed lines 430. In fact, the

exemplary VRM in accordance with the invention exhibits a

maximum variation from ideal performance of only 2 mV

over the entire load range.
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Referring now to FIG. 5, variation ofV0 over the full load

range for an increase and decrease of Vm of 10% from a

nominal input voltage of 12 V is shown. The variation from

ideal performance increases with increasing load current but

the maximum variation is limited to :10 mV or roughly

one-half the variation allowed for typical current micropro-

cessor designs. This variation from ideal performance can be

compensated by a simple feed forward loop to adjust the

reference voltage VID at comparator 330. The circuit used to

develop such an adjustment is not at all critical to the practice

of the invention and many types of suitable circuits will be

apparent to those skilled in the art. The circuit illustrated in

FIG. 5 is otherwise identical to that of FIG. 3. Thus, it is seen

that even without compensation for variation ofV0 for varia-

tion ofVm the invention substantially exceeds the stringent

voltage tolerance window power requirements of micropro-

cessors of current design.

FIGS. 7-10 illustrate some variations and perfecting fea-

tures ofthe invention. For example, in practical applications,

the VRM will be located some finite distance from the pow-

ered device and while the connection will generally be quite

short, some finite resistance and inductance will be presented

by the connection as illustrated at 710 in FIG. 7. This resis-

tance and inductance is also illustrated in FIG. 8. Since the

current delivered to the powered device may be large, the

ground voltage may tend to float at the powered device and

some voltage drop may be encountered in the connection.

Accordingly, to compensate for such floating and voltage

drop, as a perfecting feature of the invention, an operational

amplifier or other suitable circuit is provided at the location of

the powered device and monitors the local value ofV0 (VEU as

applied to the powered device) and is connected to a local

ground as inputs through a relatively high impedance mixer

connection, familiar to those skilled in the art. The reference/

ground voltage and Vdroop are also monitored at the VRM

through a similar high impedance connection. Input and shunt

and feedback resistances are preferably the same to provide

equal mixing and unity gain for all input signals but can be

manipulated to adjust compensation if desired. The output of

circuit 720 is provided to comparator 330 as discussed above

in regard to FIGS. 3 and 5 to control the switching ofQ1 and

Q2. Other than the remote sensing circuit and connections and

the schematic representation ofthe resistance and inductance

ofthe power connections, theVRM circuit is identical to that

of FIG. 3. The feed-forward connection discussed above in

regard to FIG. 5 can also be used in the circuit of FIG. 7 (and

FIGS. 8-10, as well).

FIG. 8 illustrates a variation of the VRM circuit in accor-

dance with the invention similar to that of FIG. 7 except for

the placement of RS and CS in series with the high side input

voltage bus of the VRM. FIG. 8 also monitors the voltage at

both sides of the droop resistor R5 which are fed to both the

direct and inverting inputs of operational amplifier 720 (or

similar circuit). These connections effectively implement the

feed forward loop discussed above in connection with FIG. 5

into the remote sensing arrangement ofFIG. 7 and the remote

ground and remote Vcc are connected for monitoring and

compensation in the same manner discussed above. Numer-

ous variations on the circuits of FIGS. 7 and 8, including the

use of other types of switching voltage converters will be

evident to those skilled in the art.

For example, some division of RS and/or CS in series with

the input current path between the high side voltage bus (e.g.

as in FIG. 8) and the input current return path (e.g. as in FIG.

7) could be provided to develop, for example, more complex

and closely tailored compensation functions. Another pos-

sible variation is to provide an input filter capacitor Cm
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between the high side voltage bus and the input current return

path instead ofor in addition to CS as illustrated in FIG. 9. The

RC time constant criterion remains the same as discussed

above regardless of the connection.

Additionally, as illustrated in FIG. 10, the VRM in accor-

dance with the invention can be used as a first stage of a two

or more stage power supply arrangement for a powered

device. This type of arrangement would typically be used

where power is supplied to a plurality of devices over a bus

where the bus would include its own supply capacitor. This

arrangement also represents the circumstance where a local

or on-chip voltage regulator is provided to more closely regu-

late voltage for a particular chip or circuit where the supply

voltage may be more critical than other chips or circuits in a

given device.

The efficacy ofthe invention to provide AVP for a powered

circuit where changes in load are unpredictable and may

occur over a very wide range of frequencies is illustrated in

FIG. 11. It will be recalled from the discussion of FIG. 2

above that voltage droop canbe provided in an ideal circuit by

simply providing a small resistance in series with an ideal

voltage supply (which can be simulated using a feed forward

arrangement, as discussed in connection with FIG. 5, or the

like). The accuracy of the voltage droop thus depends on the

constancy of the effective output resistance R0 for a given RS

which may change with frequency of load transients. FIG. 11

depicts the simulated output impedance of a VRM in accor-

dance with the invention over a wide range of frequency of

load transients and it is seen that the output resistance is very

close to constant over a range of load transient frequencies up

to very near 10 kHz, declines slightly over the next decade of

frequencies (e.g. to about 100 kHz) and then becomes essen-

tially constant again even where transient response of the

VRM cannot directly follow the load transients and control

VRM response. Moreover, the effective output resistance

change between these ranges is relatively small and indicates

extremely good dynamic response performance ofthe inven-

tion.

FIGS. 12 and 13 are simulation and experimental results

respectively for a VRM in accordance with the invention in

the form ofa two channel/phase buck converter and having an

input voltage of 12 V, and output voltage of 1.3 V, a maximum

load current step of 38 A at a 300 A/usec slew rate and a

switching frequency of l MHZ. It can be seen that VO+Vdroop

is virtually constant (e.g. with only very brieftransient spikes

held to about :20 mV peaks, which is principally manifested

as a brief error in droop but only minimally observable, if at

all, in V0) with rapid and accurate transient response of both

V0 and Vdroop with good complementarity, indicating good

AVP performance.

In view of the foregoing, it is seen that the invention pro-

vides AVP in a VRM with the addition of a minimal number

ofinexpensive passive components while avoiding the power

consumption of a droop resistor and the power consumption

and noise susceptibility of active droop arrangements. While

a voltage is developed across a resistor no sensing of load

current is performed but, rather, voltage droop is directly

developed from that voltage on the input side of the voltage

converter. Output current sensing and large parametric toler-

ances of current sensors are avoided and voltage droop is

directly engendered byVRM switching based on the addition

ofV0 and the droop voltage developed by a relatively large

valued resistor and filter capacitor.

While the invention has been described in terms ofa single

preferred embodiment, those skilled in the art will recognize

that the invention can be practiced with modification within

the spirit and scope of the appended claims.
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We claim:

1. A voltage converter comprising

a switching device in series with an input terminal for

controlling an output voltage of said voltage converter,

means for developing a voltage due to input current from

said input terminal to said voltage converter, and

means for controlling said switching device to provide a

desired voltage droop in said output voltage of said

voltage converter such that said output voltage of said

voltage converter is adaptively positioned above a mini-

mum allowed voltage by an amount sufiicient to accom-

modate transients, overshoot and ringing at maximum

load and below a maximum allowed voltage by an

amount sufiicient to accommodate transients, overshoot

and ringing at low load, said means for controlling said

switching device being responsive to both said output

voltage of said voltage converter and said voltage devel-

oped due to said input current.

2. The voltage converter as recited in claim 1, wherein said

means for developing a voltage due to input current to said

voltage converter comprises

a resistor in series with said switching device and an output

current path, said resistor being conductive when said

switching device is conductive,

a filter for smoothing a voltage developed across said resis-

tor when said switching device is conductive, and

wherein said means for controlling said switching device is

responsive to said output voltage of said voltage con-

verter and a voltage developed across said resistor.

3. The voltage converter as recited in claim 2, wherein said

resistor is connected in a current input path to said voltage

converter from a voltage source.

4. The voltage converter as recited in claim 2, wherein said

resistor is connected in a current return path from said voltage

converter to a voltage source.

5. The voltage converter as recited in claim 2, wherein said

desired voltage droop corresponds to a resistance, R0, and a

resistance value of said resistor, R5, is approximately (an/

V0)*Ro whereVm andV0 are the input and output voltages of

said voltage converter and n is the approximate full load

efficiency of said voltage converter.

6. The voltage converter as recited in claim 1, wherein said

means for controlling said switching device includes a pulse

width modulator.

7. The voltage converter as recited in claim 2, wherein said

filter includes a capacitor.

8. The voltage converter as recited in claim 7, wherein said

capacitor is connected in parallel with said resistor.

9. The voltage converter as recited in claim 2, wherein said

filter comprises a capacitor connected as an input capacitor

for said voltage converter.
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10. The voltage converter as recited in claim 2, wherein a

time constant of said filter in combination with said resistor is

four to ten times the switching cycle period of said switching

device.

11. The voltage converter as recited in claim 1, further

including a feed-forward circuit for compensating for varia-

tion in input voltage to said voltage converter.

12. The voltage converter as recited in claim 1, further

including a remote voltage sensing and correction arrange-

ment.

13. The voltage converter as recited in claim 12, further

including a remote ground sensing and correction arrange-

ment.

14. The voltage converter as recited in claim 1, further

including a remote ground sensing and correction arrange-

ment.

15. The voltage converter as recited in claim 1, further

including a voltage filter or regulator or further voltage con-

verter stage.

16. A method for passively producing voltage droop with

increasing load in a voltage converter, said method compris-

ing steps of

interrupting input current from a voltage source to control

an output voltage of said voltage converter,

controlling a switch to supply current in said voltage con-

verter when said input current is interrupted,

developing a voltage due to input current to said voltage

converter from an input terminal of said voltage con-

verter, and

controlling said interruption step to provide a desired volt-

age droop in said output voltage of said voltage con-

verter such that said output voltage of said voltage con-

verter is adaptively positioned above a minimum

allowed voltage by an amount sufiicient to accommo-

date transients, overshoot and ringing at maximum load

and below a maximum allowed voltage by an amount

sufiicient to accommodate transients, overshoot and

ringing at low load, said controlling step being respon-

sive to both said output voltage of said voltage converter

and said voltage developed due to said input current.

17. The method as recited in claim 1 6, including the further

step of

compensating for variation in voltage of said voltage

source.

18. The method as recited in claim 16, further comprising

the step of

remotely sensing voltage or ground at a remote connection

of an output of said voltage converter.

19. The method as recited on claim 16, including the fur-

ther step of

filtering, regulating or voltage converting said output volt-

age of said voltage converter.

* * * * *


